The proposed plan for the Student Union and Multicultural Center (SU&MC) begins by the Information Center (P101) and stretches to Student Life Office (C123) and encompasses all of the International Hall of Flags area.

1. We would like to direct, as much as possible, incoming students and visitors to the Student Ambassadors booth (U101) by the elevators will most likely become a storage place for the Student Government equipment and material. A sign will be ordered to locate the room.

2. We also want the waiting area by the Information Center to be spruced up so that there is better seating, directed, and tracks to travel.functions will include: a. A place to wait for students who need assistance with student records and financial aid. b. A place to meet the faculty and staff for the Director and at least 4 other staff, with phone and Internet access. The vending machine (U113) is proposed to become "ENGAGED KINGSBOROUGH" hub where current students can go to find out how to get involved, councils and clubs. Better signage is needed for those rooms. As we discussed, the SU&MC on the first floor will then contain these key offices/services: P101 (Information Center) Redesign front to be windows/glass. Not binders/curtains. Signage on the back of U133 on windows or above should draw students to the Student Aides providing key information to visiting students. The room will have no windows except for the planned color of the SU&MC. A big sign across at that end should also signal the Student Life Office (C123) and encompasses all of the International Hall of Flags area. Sheet Rock walls converted to glass windows. Furniture needed either recycled from there or elsewhere or purchased. Accordion door there for now. No curtains or blinds. Glass entrance door if possible.)

3. We would like the scheduling area for the adult students (U213) to be on the second floor. This change will free up space for the SU&MC. A copier for students (to use card or money) on front of Office Services, if not possible, will be on the first floor. A water refilling station. Use the current projection system for announcing events.

4. Wall area between Oceanview room and U219/U220. Beautiful but thin display cases to exhibit student and faculty and external artists’ work. The same display cases by U217 need to be replaced/modernized and the walls there repainted. Hanging lights in that area need to be replaced/modernized and the walls there repainted.

5. Existing indented display cases in the Hall of Flags area, fix them up to look better.

6. The vending machine room (U113) is proposed to become "ENGAGED KINGSBOROUGH" hub room. Will be staffed. At least 1 or 2 more display cases (possibly combination display/case). May need to be converted from the current vending machine area. In addition, we need a glassed area for Ruby’s desk. Best place to keep it? Glassed area for her by U215/U216.

7. The idea of Student Plaza is excellent. Please include the design and cost. Having hot drink stations, penny/coin feeders, and snack vending machines is imperative—either on the side wall or on the overpass connecting the two main buildings. The SU&MC ends by the Student Life Office. The area above it contains student councils and clubs. Sheet Rock walls converted to glass windows. Furniture needed. Accordion door there for now. No curtains or blinds. Glass entrance door if possible.

8. Moving towards Clusters, we would like the Breezy Way area to be spruced up and relax in non-scheduled times in U219/U220.)

9. U215/U216 (Proposed Student Conference Room to Congregate and Bridge divides students. This room is better seating, fresh paint, and stands to insert brochures and information. A sign and U226?) (Old Light House, now a small Conference Room for general use by faculty, staff and students. Furniture needed. Please design this room in anticipation of a new color for the SU&MC.)

10. Terrace area by U215/U216 (new benches or more benches, but not close to Dean’s Office. It will house the Director of the SU&MC and will have other College Assistants or Student Aides providing key information to visiting students. The room will have no windows except for the planned color of the SU&MC. A big sign across at that end should also signal the Student Life Office. The area above it contains student councils and clubs. Sheet Rock walls converted to glass windows. Furniture needed either recycled from there or elsewhere or purchased. Accordion door there for now. No curtains or blinds. Glass entrance door if possible.)

11. Moving towards Library, we would like to see this area spruced up by changing the ceiling, adding plants, and wishing an estimate of the cost. The display cases (most of them) will showcase flyer. The SU&MC at the end of the room will contain these key offices/services: P101 (Information Center). Redesign front to be windows/glass. Not binders/curtains. Signage on the back of U133 on windows or above should draw students to the Student Aides providing key information to visiting students. The room will have no windows except for the planned color of the SU&MC. A big sign across at that end should also signal the Student Life Office. The area above it contains student councils and clubs. Sheet Rock walls converted to glass windows. Furniture needed either recycled from there or elsewhere or purchased. Accordion door there for now. No curtains or blinds. Glass entrance door if possible.)

12. U218 (Male Center) This grand concept of SU&MC begins by the Information Center (P101) and stretches to Student Life Office (C123) and encompasses all of the International Hall of Flags area.
SPACE RENOVATION PROPOSAL

AREA: 1500 sf
NEW WAITING AREA SEATING
NEW FLOOR MAT (KCC LOGO)
NEW SIGNAGE/DIRECTORY
NEW BOOTH PANELING
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"iBoard" Electronic Bulletin Board & Info

Area: 4900 sf
New wall paneling & bulletin boards
Column cladding - bill posting
New floor mats
New signage & ceiling add panels
New bookstore automatic doors
New storefront enclosures
Electronic bulletin/post board
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U123 - Cafeteria Area: 10352 sf
- New Parapet Wall Translucent Panels
- New Tables and Counter Seating
- New Servery Area Signage
- New Window Shades

U124 - New Vending Area: 1444 sf
- New Ceiling & Lighting
- New Seating

U113 - Engaged KCC Hub Area: 809 sf
- New Ceiling & Lighting
- New Wall Paneling
- New Furniture
- New Electronic Info Displays
BREEZEWAY & OUTSIDE GARDEN

BREEZEWAY CORRIDOR: 1739 sf
NEW CEILING & LIGHTING
NEW INFO COUNTER
NEW MOBILE TABLES (EVENTS)

U BUILDING GARDEN AREA: 14000 sf
LANDSCAPING & TREE TRIMMING
NEW CONCRETE PLATFORM, PLANTERS & ADA RAMPS
NEW OUTDOOR FURNITURE

UT05: 2ND FLOOR TERRACE AREA: 3519 sf
NEW OUTDOOR LED LIGHTING
NEW OUTDOOR FURNITURE

NEW GARDEN AND TERRACE
U BUILDING SECOND FLOOR

STUDENT CONFERENCE - MEETING AREAS
U213, U214, U215, U216, U217: 1800 sf

- NEW GLASS STOREFRONT
- NEW CEILING & LIGHTING
- NEW FOLDABLE ACOUSTICAL WALLS
- NEW FLOORING
- NEW MEETING ROOM AND LOUNGE FURNITURE
- NEW SIGNAGE/DIRECTORY

U219 - U 220
STUDENT CONVENTION CENTER
(CUNY Capital Project $1.4 M.)
WEST ACADEMIC CENTER ATRIUM: 5282 sf

- NEW SIGNAGE/DIRECTORY
- NEW LIGHTING
- COMPLETE PAINTING
- NEW CORRIDOR SEATING

WEST ACADEMIC CENTER ATRIUM

U Bldg. 1st Floor CAFETERIA

WAC BUILDING

NEW SIGNAGE/DIRECTORY
NEW LIGHTING
COMPLETE PAINTING
NEW CORRIDOR SEATING